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INTRODUCTION
Throughout streetwear’s lifetime, there has 
been many brands that have come and left 
their mark in this constantly evolving 
movement that withstand the test of time. 
Richmond Kingsford is on a mission to leave a 
stamp in streetwear culture through his 
manifested idea of VAGUE.

Our goal here at VAGUE is to provide 
comfortable garments that can be considered 
luxury at low price points for any and 
everyone. We achieve that through our 
rigorous design process, aesthetic 
perspective and presentation. Passion is our 
underlying formula behind this company while 
we continue to improve and create clothing at 
a higher level.

In this press kit, you will learn more about 
Richmond and his continuously growing 
concept of VAGUE. All inquiries are welcome.





FACT SHEET
Founded: 2015

Leadership Team: 
Richmond Kingsford, Founder/Creative Director

Number of Team Members: 2

Headquarters: Houston, TX

Ownership: Private

Media Contact:
Ariana Adams theadamspr@gmail.com

Richmond Kingsford rkingsford@icloud.com



COMPANY BIO
The concept of VAGUE was brought to life out 
of the curiosity that Richmond has towards 
design in 2015. Since fashion was Kingsford’s 
main outlet of expression, creating a brand 
was something close in his horizon. The brand 
was given the name “Vague” because at the 
time of its inception Richmond had no 
experience in designing clothes or managing 
a business, let alone, running his own clothing 
brand so he was unclear of the direction this 
venture would go because still in high school. 
Come to be of it, the brand has grown from 
single-garment drops into a company 
releasing conceptualized collections of 
clothing at a time whilst pushing over one 
hundred units of product within each one in 
the three years of Vague’s operation.



PERSONAL BIO
Richmond Kingsford was born June 30, 1998 
in Linz, Austria of Ghanaian parents. About a 

year later, his parents decided to come to the 
United States and they settled in the district 

of Alief in Houston, TX. Growing up, 
Richmond grew up watched his mother 

sewing and designing dresses for her clients 
inside their home. That was Kingsford’s first 

exposure to fashion. During his early years of 
high school, Richmond began participating in 

streetwear by wearing brands such as The 
Hundreds, Obey and Billionaire Boys Club. It 

wasn’t until the “Been Trill” era that Kingsford 
was exposed to luxury fashion and found a 
liking for the aesthetic that certain fashion 

labels expressed. An important year for 
Kingsford was in 2014 when he was placed in 

a graphic design class in high school, which 
was  not by his choice, that served as a key 

factor in the foundation in what he does 
today.





MILESTONES

2016: Vague released its first collection that had 
a variety of garments including handmade 
pieces.

2017: First collaboration with For The Leaux to 
design a collection of t-shirts.

2017: Showcased clothing garments during 
Texas State University’s Fashion Week.

2018: Released the first ever Vague accessory 
line consisting of two leather bag designs.

2018: Vague held its first installation showcasing 
the fw18 “Industrial” collection.



SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

Twitter: @vagueusa
Instagram: @vague_us
Facebook: @vagueusa
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